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ALI 074b: Resurrection - Session 1

y t from the Holy Qur’ n
What follows are y t from the Holy Qur’ n. Please ensure that you are in the state of wudh ’ when touching them.
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[Al-Baqarah (2):62] Surely those who believe, and those who are Jews, and the Christians, and
the Sabians, whoever believes in Allah and the Last day and does good, they shall have their
reward from their Lord, and there is no fear for them, nor shall they grieve.
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[An-Nahl (16):38] And they swear by Allah with the most energetic of their oaths: Allah will
not raise up him who dies. Yea! it is a promise binding on Him, quite true, but most people do
not know;
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[An-Naba’(78):39] That is the sure day, so whoever desires may take refuge with his Lord.
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[Al-Kahf (18):21] And thus did We make (men) to get knowledge of them that they might know
that Allah's promise is true and that as for the hour there is no doubt about it. When they disputed
among themselves about their affair and said: Erect an edifice over them-- their Lord best knows
them. Those who prevailed in their affair said: We will certainly raise a masjid over them.
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[S d (38):46] Surely We purified them by a pure quality, the keeping m mind of the (final)
abode.
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[Al-A`r f (7):187] They ask you about the hour, when will be its taking place? Say: The
knowledge of it is only with my Lord; none but He shall manifest it at its time; it will be
momentous in the heavens and the earth; it will not come on you but of a sudden. They ask you
as if you were solicitous about it. Say: Its knowledge is only with Allah, but most people do not
know.
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[Y"suf (12):107] Do they then feel secure that there may come to them an extensive
chastisement from Allah or (that) the hour may come to them suddenly while they do not
perceive?
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[Al-Ambiy ’ (21):16] And We did not create the heaven and the earth and what is between them
for sport.
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[S d (38):27] And We did not create the heaven and the earth and what is between them in vain;
that is the opinion of those who disbelieve then woe to those who disbelieve on account of the
fire.
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[)li `Imr n (3):191] Those who remember Allah standing and sitting and lying on their sides
and reflect on the creation of the heavens and the earth: Our Lord! Thou hast not created this in
vain! Glory be to Thee; save us then from the chastisement of the fire:
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[Al-An` m (6):12] Say: To whom belongs what is in the heavens and the earth? Say: To Allah;
He has ordained mercy on Himself; most certainly He will gather you on the resurrection day-there is no doubt about it. (As for) those who have lost their souls, they will not believe.
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[Al-Mu’min"n (23):14] Then We made the seed a clot, then We made the clot a lump of flesh,
then We made (in) the lump of flesh bones, then We clothed the bones with flesh, then We
caused it to grow into another creation, so blessed be Allah, the best of the creators.
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[Al-Muj dilah (58):11] O you who believe! when it is said to you, Make room in (your)
assemblies, then make ample room, Allah will give you ample, and when it is said: Rise up, then
rise up. Allah will exalt those of you who believe, and those who are given knowledge, in high
degrees; and Allah is Aware of what you do.
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[Al-Ahq f (46):19] And for all are degrees according to what they did, and that He may pay
them back fully their deeds and they shall not be wronged.
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[F tir (35):10] Whoever desires honor, then to Allah belongs the honor wholly. To Him do
ascend the good words; and the good deeds, lift them up, and (as for) those who plan evil deeds,
they shall have a severe chastisement; and (as for) their plan, it shall perish.
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[Al-Baqarah (2):269] He grants wisdom to whom He pleases, and whoever is granted wisdom,
he indeed is given a great good and none but men of understanding mind.
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[Al-An` m (6):132] And all have degrees according to what they do; and your Lord is not
heedless of what they do.
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[Al-Anf l (8):4] These are the believers in truth; they shall have from their Lord exalted grades
and forgiveness and an honorable sustenance.
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[T -H (20):75] And whoever comes to Him a believer (and) he has done good deeds indeed,
these it is who shall have the high ranks,
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[)li `Imr n (3):163] There are (varying) grades with Allah, and Allah sees what they do.
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[An-Naml (27):82] And when the word shall come to pass against them, We shall bring forth for
them a creature from the earth that shall i wound them, because people did not believe in Our
communications.
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[H"d (11):17] Is he then who has with him clear proof from his Lord, and a witness from Him
recites it and before it (is) the Book of Musa, a guide and a mercy? These believe in it; and
whoever of the (different) parties disbelieves in it, the Fire will be their promised meeting-place.
Be not then in doubt thereon: surely it is the truth from your Lord, but most men do not believe.
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[)li Imr n (3):30] On the day that every soul shall find present what it has done of good and
what it has done of evil, it shall wish that between it and that (evil) there were a long duration of
time; and Allah makes you to be cautious of (retribution from) Himself; and Allah is
Compassionate to the servants.
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[Al-A`r f (7):180] And Allah's are the best names, therefore call on Him thereby, and leave
alone those who violate the sanctity of His names; they shall be recompensed for what they did.
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[H"d (11):15] Whoever desires this world's life and its finery, We will pay them in full their
deeds therein, and they shall not be made to. suffer loss in respect of them.
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[An-Nahl (16):111] (Remember) the day when every soul shall come, pleading for itself and
every soul shall be paid in full what it has done, and they shall not be dealt with unjustly.
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[Al-Kahf (18) :49] And the Book shall be placed, then you will see the guilty fearing from what
is in it, and they will say: Ah! woe to us! what a book is this! it does not omit a small one nor a
great one, but numbers them (all); and what they had done they shall find present (there); and
your Lord does not deal unjustly with anyone.
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[Al-Qasas (28):84] Whoever brings good, he shall have better than it, and whoever brings evil,
those who do evil shall not be rewarded (for) aught except what they did.
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[Y -S3n (36):54] So this day no soul shall be dealt with unjustly in the least; and you shall not be
rewarded aught but that which you did.
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[An-Nahl (16):78] And Allah has brought you forth from the wombs of your mothers-- you did
not know anything-- and He gave you hearing and sight and hearts that you may give thanks.
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